
Secret Llama
7.5

Our second collaboration with Brouwerij de
Brabandere. This exotic lightly sour fruity beer
combines a subtle Belgian tartness with sweet
notes of mango and pineapple.

Light & Crisp

Golden lager brewed with lager yeast, corn and lemondrop hops.

5

Wheat-Weiss-Wit

A light in body wheat ale brewed with a sweet lemonade taste.
Hazy in appearance with a smooth, clean finish.

5

The new formulation of the Big O, made with Kveik Voss yeast in
order to provide better mouthfeel and flavor.

5.5

Hop Forward

The haze lets hop oils linger on the palate, enhancing their
naturally citrusy and tropical fruit notes.

5

A traditional IPA with a clean, citrus hop taste. Golden in color,
highly carbonated with a light body.

5.5

The MKE MVP, is a Hazy IPA in celebration of Wisconsin's three
recent MVP's. Citra and Mosaic hops join forces for this hop-
forward IPA. Bright, juicy and refreshing, the MKE MVP, is full of
citrus and tropical notes.

6.5

An Imperial IPA with big aromas of citrus hops and sweet caramel
then dry hopped with a combination of ten hop varieties.

8.5

Malt Forward

Loosely based on Vienna style, Wisconsin Amber is a rich, malty
lager balanced out with mild hop bittering and enticing hop flavor.

5

A full bodied Brown Ale that features flaked oats which impart a
silky body and meshes the roasted and chocolate components.

6

Third Space's First Oktoberfest style lager beer.

6.5

Dark & Bold

Brewed with orange zest and locally sourced Cholaca, pure liquid
cacao, and topped by the velvety texture of the nitrogen head,
Nitro Chocolate Orange Stout is the perfect wintertime
indulgence.

6

Deliciously decadent, this Imperial Porter is infused with the rich
flavors of chocolate, hazelnut and vanilla. A beer this smooth and
silky ought to be a sin.

7.5

Sour & Wild Ales

Overfruited sour ale with raspberry, lime, and sweet cherry.

8

Our newest kettle sour has notes of strawberry nestled amongst
hints of sweet malt, vanilla, and crusty bread. The sweet-tart
flavor is anything but commonplace.

8.5

Cider & Fruit

This crisp and refreshing Cider mixes the sweetness of the
apples with a subtle dryness for a balanced taste.

5

A crisp, refreshing blend of Hard Cider made from Michigan apples
and sweet orange juice.

6

Specialty

It’s frothy, and fruity -- perfect for completing your Aperol Spritz or
simply sipping and savoring.

7

From the best wine growing region in Chile, our crisp “Sauvy B” is
a real porch pounder. With a bright nose, and a burst of citrus, this
wine is great with oysters Oceanside - or sipping discreetly on
the train.

9



Mixed Draughts & Shots
Mix any of the above draughts into your own mixed draught or beer
shot! All shots are 4 oz. Price varies.

A WOB Original. A blend of a Belgian Quad and splash of raspberry
flavored Lambic. Created by a bartender at the first WOB location.
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